It has long been commonplace in reading studies to say that despite the efforts of authors, publishers, censors, and others to restrict access to print culture, readers evade those restrictions and exert control over their reading. This control can take many forms, from obtaining banned books to interpretive practices that subvert intended meaning. Literary critics have been especially preoccupied with how readers circumvent restrictions placed on what and how they read. Little interest has been shown in libraries, however, as an institution designed explicitly to restrict reading. This essay examines two kinds of subterfuge in antebellum reading that began with restrictions encountered in libraries. These are book cataloging and library manners, the latter insofar as it involved gender and library management. Evidence is drawn less from official sources than from materials found at the margins of library history: letters, diaries, and catalogs.
It has been some time since the conclusion was reached that readers exercise control over their reading. In 1992, Roger Chartier expressed what even by then was commonplace in reading studies, that despite efforts by authors, publishers, censors, and others interested in restricting access to print culture, readers "use infinite numbers of subterfuges to procure prohibited books, to read between the lines, and to subvert the lessons imposed on them" [1, p. viii] . These subterfuges are not always intentional. One of the most concerted attempts to manage the reading of Americans occurred in the first half of the nineteenth century, before Anthony Comstock's blatant post-Civil War censorship, when antebellum educators and social reformers were less afraid of delinquent readers than reading itself as an innately dangerous activity. At a time when traditional forms of social control were undermined by widespread social and economic change, libraries as institutions designed to restrict reading. 4 The reasons for this are many, including the failure of literary criticism to develop effective ways to join text analysis with practical aspects of literary production and distribution. It also, I suggest, stems from the perceived dowdiness of libraries, which as a context for reading is hard to jibe with the "sexy knowledge" we like our criticism to produce. 5 When we do talk about libraries, however, dowdy does not rule out an inflationary impulse that also obscures subterfuge. As a "technology of self," the library was, in Augst's words, "a temple in the civil religion of American individualism" [3, p. 159] . Such majesty finds plenty of support in the historical record, from library mission statements to the private testimony of patrons. All rank libraries among the most upright and progressive of American institutions. The tendency to credit such views at face value can be explained by Michael Warner's remark that Americans treasure few moments in their history like "the democratization of print" [7, p. ix] . But to do this elides not only the everyday life of libraries, which for most was anything but magisterial, but also the hidden, often unconscious forms of subterfuge that operate within them. This is not to say counterinstitutional impulses have been entirely neglected in library studies. Yet, the drift has been consistently away from the local and intimate. Augst points to the effect of market forces on library collections insofar as the "business" of attracting paying members required that purchasing committees bow to popular tastes, in particular where the traditional bias against fiction was concerned. Elizabeth McHenry treats African American libraries as sites where those excluded from the dominant matrices of institutional literacy still aspired to their democratic promise [8] . And, in The Order of Books, Chartier conducts the most magisterial of all library studies by invoking the sublime ("Libraries without Walls") in chronicling the ultimately futile attempt to imagine libraries that would "master" the rapidly expanding print culture of early modern Europe. 4 . Numerous library historians have examined the use of libraries to exert control over reading, notably, Evelyn Geller, Wayne Wiegand, and Michael Harris. Once again, however, little is said of how library users have resisted this control. 5. One heartening development in book and reading history is a willingness to acknowledge disciplinary propensities in a way that is both self-effacing and self-reflective-and so, a benefit to the often fractious social project of interdisciplinarity. "Sexy knowledge" I take from literary critic Laurent Berlant, who coins the term to address problems of collegiality caused by knowledge we associate with cultural studies, which, in their politics and theoretical sophistication, have, in many cases, marginalized traditional disciplinary practices [4, p. 107] . By "dowdy," I extend to library studies David Scott Kastan's admission, in calling book history "The New Boredom," that he and other historians of the book often use materials and methods that possess little innate appeal [5, p. 18] . See Matthew Brown's essay, "Book History, Sexy Knowledge, and the Challenge of the New Boredom," for a fine discussion of the conflict between cultural studies and empirical book history [6] . I return to this issue at the end of the essay.
There is room at the juncture of criticism and reading studies to treat the disorder of libraries in its more local and intimate forms. By this, I mean the use of library procedures and organization to evade controls they enacted in ways that we overlook in our concern with larger systemic shifts and democratic struggles. This requires less attention to declared library value (which tends always toward hyperbole) and more attention to evidence of the kind that lurks at the margins of library history. It also means subjecting this evidence to more than descriptive analysis. In recent years, historians of reading have come to dismiss interpretive expertise brought to book history by literary critics. 6 This is a mistake, and not only because it ignores the rich documentary evidence of texts. If critics may be guilty of pursuing the theoretically and politically "sexy" at the expense of accessibility and empirical verification, decades of formalist close reading represent expertise invaluable in treating trace evidence of the kind we are likely to turn up on the hidden life of reading. The same is true of our capacity for critical speculation, this too based on a long-term effort to tease out connections between words and the worlds that spoke them, while emphasizing the social and ethical nature of this relationship. If we are to move past the empirically obvious about reading and its place in the lives of readers, even the dowdiest of archives must be made to say more.
In the space remaining, I examine two kinds of subterfuge that began with restrictions encountered in libraries, both of reading and of technologies of self-government. The first involves that quintessential act of library management, cataloging. More than just organizing a library, cataloging opens it to scrutiny, identifying waywardness, if not in individual works, then by classification. the married life after reading novels; they will do the same, they will be gallant, heroic, chivalric; but they find it to be a different matter from what they expected; they fret and foam but that they are tied fast, and the poor lady is made miserable for life. This is supposing the best, but suppose the gentleman has no design to marry; he wins the heart of the foolish creature, seduces her, and then leaves her to her fate. More important than general risk, however, is that the taxonomy meant to protect Floy facilitates his seduction. Novels were the chief threat, while religious reading was the safest and most useful. Close to half the books Floy read were the latter. But what if a religious writer published a novel? Authorship was one of the chief ways Europeans sought control over print culture, Chartier tells us. Yet, Tristram Shandy not only strays into bad generic territory, but the sermons of Moral Essays display ("cameleon-like") equivocation that Floy finds disturbing but also delightful. Sterne's status as a cleric resolves conflict in reading either book, paving the way for later experiments. Genre too provides such assurance. While he condemns heroism and chivalry in novels, Floy was more forgiving when the events were "true." History was not religious reading, but it was morally instructive. More important, from a marketing standpoint, its ability to support narrative provided a crossover category with fiction. Again, The History of Char-lemagne was as melodramatic as James's novels. 7 And, as current affairs, Maria Monk verges on pornography.
Floy's use of genre and author categories to finesse limits on good reading appears to have been unconscious, a spontaneous adaptation to the seductive power of books. This was not the case with the Catalogue of Books in the Library of the Ladies' Social Circle of the First Parrish [12] . Printed in Templeton, Massachusetts, in 1857, the Ladies' Circle catalog was typical of such a publication. Depending on their size, libraries issued guides that ranged from hardbound volumes listing the holdings of a seminary or public library to pamphlets of a few pages, sometimes handwritten, containing the books of a mechanic's institute or church group. Insofar as a structuring mechanism was necessary, it usually involved some combination of subject/genre and author/title classification. These helped facilitate retrieval in libraries, most of which had not yet adopted a user-browse system. They did more too. Published catalogs gave collections coherence and transparency, assuring members and nonmembers alike that their contents were decent and their readers serious.
The subject headings selected by the Ladies' Circle reflect such concerns: "Memoirs and Biographies," "Domestic Relations and Duties," "Travels, Voyages, and Descriptions of Foreign Countries," "Sermons and Other Religious Works," "Histories," "Works of the Imagination," and "Miscellaneous." All represent reading felt to be, once again, safe and useful. Yet, a closer examination indicates as much strategy as conscience. Conspicuous is the absence of a category for fiction. Yet, there was narrative, and, like Floy's reading, even what purported to be true often operated in the same affective space. While "Works of the Imagination" was reserved for poetry, in "Travels" we find Dana's thrilling Two Years Before the Mast. "Histories" includes Washington and His Generals, George Lippard's collection of Revolutionary War tales that were both made-up and grotesquely violent. Henry Ward Beecher's Lectures to Young Men (with his scandalous "The Strange Woman" on urban prostitution) is not under "Sermons" or "Domestic Relations and Duties," but "Miscellaneous," suggesting a desire to distance it from more discreet advice literature. The most striking example of such fudging occurs with stage sensation Anna Cora Mowatt's Autobiography of an Actress, which is not only ranged under "Miscellaneous" rather than "Memoirs and Biographies" but also has its title changed to The Au- 7 . As another young diarist, Edward Jenner Carpenter, would say of James's "history" based on the life of Attila the Hun, "I like it much it is so full of wild romance" [11 (March 5, 1845) ]. The next night, Carpenter was so carried away he had no time for his journal: "I have not much to write tonight for I have been reading Attilla [sic] till I can hardly think of anything else" [11 (March 6, 1845) ]. James's novels and histories were particularly popular among workingmen in the period.
tobiography of Anna Mowatt. Despite Mowatt's spotless reputation, which helped transform the negative view of women in theater, the life of an actress was apparently felt inappropriate in a ladies' library. Yet, if the Templeton ladies knew (or felt) this, Mowatt still ranked among their reading interests. They also had a taste for sensationalism of the more grisly variety; Lippard's appearance in the catalog is the biggest surprise, due in part to his reputation for violence and sex and in part to an assumption that his audience was not middle-class women but workingmen. The inclusion of such material again reflects the power of reading to lure even the vigilant into dubious territory. But insofar as the "ladies" managed this by consciously manipulating a device meant to identify and guard against such reading, they may better be seen not as victims of bad books, but as seducers in their own right who achieved their ends through the persuasive power of categories.
More than simply women who read what they wanted in the privacy of their homes, the Catalogue of Books in the Library of the Ladies' Social Circle of the First Parrish reveals an evasion of cultural mores publicly performed and with a distinctly erotic undertone. Like Anna Cora Mowatt, whose career thrived at the (threatening but delightful) divide between domestic respectability and public acclaim, the Ladies' Circle opted for a more active engagement with what Richard Brodhead calls "antebellum entertainment" [13, p. 273] . Mowatt was one of several female celebrities to emerge prior to the Civil War as the mass-culture industry capitalized on needs produced by the rise of domestic privacy, "chief among them the need to acquire extradomestic life." Brodhead's focus is on such "spectatorially consumable" [13, p. 288] figures as Jenny Lind and Fanny Fern who, like Mowatt, joined public and private by way of autobiographical material circulated in addition to their primary cultural wares (singing and acting). He takes Pricilla, the mesmerist's "veiled lady" in Nathaniel Hawthorne's The Blithedale Romance, as his representative figure, her veil signifying the privacy key to her market appeal. Pricilla performs, like Jenny Lind, literally before her audience. This is not to limit Brodhead's point to embodied publicity, however. Fanny Fern's "spectatorial consumability" stemmed from her writing, which made her a household name at a moment in American history when print assumed its role as a principal stage for public visibility, including the visibility of women within the putative privacy of their households. 8 Missing from Brodhead's account, however, is what we find in the Ladies' Circle catalog: the performative public nature of their "spectatorship." Beyond the private (and largely passive) consumption of dubious books 8 . For an earlier and more expansive account of specifically literary domestic celebrity in the nineteenth century, see Mary Kelley [14] .
as compensatory "extradomestic life," members of the Ladies' Circle institutionalized their reading, publishing its waywardness in a library guide whose categorical slights of hand (veiled and in plain view) declared their access as private women to public life. Given Templeton's small population and the likelihood that library members were well known in the community, such a claim may well be made in practical terms, meaning that within the limited range of its circulation, the Ladies' Circle catalog was an act of public display, perhaps, as I later suggest, a provocation. 9 But, insofar as we are interested in covert forms of subterfuge, more important are the values that the ladies themselves attached to print and their material appearance in it. Here, the risk in producing the catalog stemmed not only from the belief that one was what one read, but also from ties that Warner identifies between print and the abstract values of republican citizenship. More than the risk that someone might find the catalog and see through its categorical prevarications, the very setting of type initiated a process of self-construction as self-publication. By way of printing and distributing their catalog, members of the Ladies' Circle did not just step onto a public stage; they assumed the selfhood of public women. 10 What I called the erotic undertone of such a self was not limited to the titillation of transgression and pursuit performed within the disciplinary confines of a library. If Lippard's presence did not include his antiseduction novel, The Quaker City, or any of his work dealing with the predatory sexuality of middle-class men, the social-circle ladies would have learned of such dangers from a host of sources, from moral reform literature to sentimental novels. Beecher told them something else, however. Lectures to Young Men contained advice on a variety of topics concerning men, chief among them the threat of female sexuality. From "The Strange Woman," one of the most lurid reform tracts of the nineteenth century, readers learned the consequences of yielding to the lure of prostitution [15] . 11 Efforts to influence the sexual behavior of men took many forms, and warning of women's power to lead them astray was not new. But, finding "The Strange Woman" buried under "Miscellaneous" in the Templeton ladies' library reminds us that its members were aware that they were not 9 . The Ladies' Circle catalog I consulted is in the collection of library catalogs at the American Antiquarian Society. There was no additional information about library membership or circulation of the catalog, which probably extended little beyond members and their families. Again, however, in a town of a few thousand people this would not have been insignificant. 10. See Warner [7] , esp. chaps. 1 and 3. 11. Beecher begins "The Strange Women" with a diatribe on the dangers of bad books. He then proceeds to a lengthy account of the different stages of seduction, pleasure, disease, and death a young man will encounter at the hands of a skilled harlot, all allegorized as the rooms of a house of prostitution.
the only ones who could be seduced. If Beecher addressed himself explicitly to men, access to his book allowed women to entertain thoughts of their own predatory capacities. If this seems extreme, consider that Beecher's (veiled) appearance in the catalog suggests an aspect of antebellum sexuality about which historians and critics alike have been largely silent: the palpable effects on sexual relations of a rapidly expanding sex print culture. Much is written about sexual identity in the period, as well as sex in the popular press, mainly in the areas of moral reform and obscenity. 12 Yet, little has been done to connect reading directly to sexual life. T. Walter Herbert, for example, provides a brilliant account of antebellum desire in his analysis of Ada Shepard's attempted seduction by a physician while serving in Italy as governess to the children of Nathaniel and Sophia Hawthorne. Shepard relates the entire affair, encounter by encounter, in letters written over several months to her American fiancé. The suit fails, and her lover's replies are lost. But, her long and remarkably detailed correspondence provides a basis for Herbert to speculate on the nature of their impending conjugal relations [18] .
He does not, however, mention that Shepard's response to her wouldbe seducer (and soon-to-be husband) was conditioned by expectations concerning male sexuality that she obtained from reading. About his first attempt, she writes: "With that terrible passion in his eyes and his whole manner, of which I have read in books, but of which I never had a conception before, he poured forth such a storm of consuming and raging passion . . . that I felt sick and dizzy" [19 (December 18, 1858)]. Reading has not merely prepared Shepard for her ordeal; it has helped to produce it. In addition, as distressed as she was, she did not find her experience entirely unpleasant. In several letters written after the end of the affair, Shepard, with an air of intense self-reproach, admits that she enjoyed her power over the doctor, even suggesting that she may have unconsciously provoked his lust. 13 She never tells us from which books she learned of this capacity, nor does she take the opportunity to generalize about her sexuality or that of women more broadly. But, if the Ladies' Circle catalog is any indication, access to such reading was itself an act of (perhaps not unpleasant) provocation, subterfuge enabled by the institutional status of their library and enacted across the erotic divide between private respectability and public display. We have gone from evasive cataloging in the Templeton Ladies' Library to how this evasion may have affected (and reflected) the sexual relations of library members. But the social effects of libraries need not be inferred only from the textual evidence of catalogs. Libraries were themselves social spaces, despite restrictions that sought to limit personal interaction as a diversion from more important business. The second place I want to locate disorder in libraries is in library society itself. By this, I do not mean the often boisterous crowds that attended clubs, lectures, or members' meetings held within library walls. Rather, I am interested in social encounters that occurred at times and in places where they were no more expected than condoned. Even book cataloging afforded such occasions, as we will see. Here too we find prohibitions that, in being evaded, defined the risks and pleasures of social life.
Affecting this life in the larger urban libraries was an instrumental link between women and order. Augst tells us that the New York Mercantile Library hired female attendants to tidy and organize, as well as to enforce rules of conduct for a largely male clientele [3, p. 162]. As time passed and more women joined, they too were credited with performing this service, now solely an effect of their presence. As one commentator put it, "The good order and quiet which always prevail in the reading room are no doubt attributable to the frequent visits of the gentler sex, as well as to the fact that it is a woman who is charged with enforcement of the rules. The most boisterous and incorrigible of young bloods would immediately stop talking and take his feet off the table, if the request came from the lips of a good-looking superintendent in petticoats" [3, p. 290] . Women were recruited to police libraries in their capacity to question (and so threaten) men's manliness and breeding. To refuse a request "from the lips of a good-looking superintendent in petticoats" would violate not only library rules but also the attendant herself. Such behavior would risk not only dishonor in doing injury to one of "the gentler sex" but also the disapproval (and possible anger) of others unwilling to see a lady so treated. As much as the democratic mission of libraries, the strategic use of women attendants helped to bring a sense of venerability to library space by joining rules of conduct with self-conscious feelings of honor and shame.
But, if gallantry proved an effective means of disciplining male readers, at least one "young blood" made the best of it, behaving himself outwardly while enjoying the erotic possibilities suggested by the above comment. Before retiring on the night of April 21, 1849, Philadelphia clerk N. Beekley writes: "Visited the Apprentice Library this evening, with the Librarian Miss F. C--t, and assisted in registering and numbering some books. This is a very useful institution and has a large number of readers" [20] . Three months before, Beekley quit his job as a typesetter and took one keeping accounts for a city manufacturing firm, "where by diligence and attention to business, I hope to remain" [20 ( January 4)]. But despite money and success, he complains of "the monotony and tediousness" of his new position [20 (August 9)]. To compensate, he fills his free time with amusements. As befits a young man with ambitions, these were often self-improving: the Fine Art Academy, lectures on learned subjects, and Sunday sermons. But, if his rationale is bettering, Beekley often puts an erotic spin on such outings. In the case of the Apprentice Library, he seems unconscious of irony as romance insinuates itself into the evening's high purpose. This is not the case a few months later after a trip to the Franklin Institute. "There is such a variety of articles to look at," he writes. "It would take a good many visits to see all. Besides in the evening there are so many beautiful faces to be seen" [20 (October 18) ].
That we find Beekley cataloging books is a happy coincidence that joins his subterfuge to that of the Templeton ladies and both to the enlightenment project that produced print culture and the desire to "master" it. The same can be said of Beekley's excursion to the Franklin Institute, a more pointed symbol of enlightened America. Its scientific displays are less important, however, than the behavioral model that Franklin (a builder of libraries and one-time typesetter) would have represented to Beekley. Self-improvement, self-denial, and "the capacity for self-government," these were values identified with Franklin and adhered to by every young man who hoped to get ahead in the world. They were also values Beekley covertly evaded in visiting various "temples" of American individualism. His libidinal means of doing so again echo the Ladies' Circle, this time in the erotics of their cataloging. The projected effects of dubious reading on the sexual lives of library members are here replaced by social contact. The nature of this contact we can detect in the difference between the two instances I cite. Freedom enjoyed in remarking on "beautiful faces" in the comparatively unfettered space of the Franklin Institute vanishes when one is encountered on library premises. Beekley recontains excess signified by the ellipses he uses to hide (or "veil") the woman's name by reassuring himself that they performed service in a "useful institution." This is not to say that he did not enjoy himself and in much the way that he did at the other venue. But Miss F. C--t was not an anonymous face in the crowd, nor did she just occupy space. She was the "Librarian" (his capitalization), "superintendent." She held official and (more important) affective sway in that space. This gave her deep arbitrative power with respect to the values it represented-values that spoke directly to his status as a citizen and a man.
The pleasure Beekley enjoyed cataloging books with Miss F. C--t was complex and risky. It was also not confined to the library, either in its sources or its effects. In a sense, Beekley reversed the drift of the Ladies' Circle subterfuge by behaving himself in public (where the ladies published their catalog), while flaunting transgression privately in his journal. But Beekley was not just a voyeur casting about for breathless moments to write up alone at night in the safety of his room. He hoped to marry. Often he wonders about the eligibility of women he observes. Five days after his tryst with Miss F. C--t, he comments that a tract he is reading is "very proper for young folks to read before getting married" [20 (April 26, 1849) ]. Marriage posed a problem for many in the laboring classes as wage scales and economic instability made raising a family difficult. Beekley's new position improved his finances, social status, and marriage prospects. But it was also boring, and social status, like marriage, restricted his conduct in ways that those in "the type-sticking business" [20 ( January 2, 1849)] were not usually concerned with. But women represented more than simply an obligation to provide and protect. As hiring practices at the Mercantile Library indicate, they were intimately identified with restrictions that challenged male social yearnings at their affective base. Miss F. C--t derived her power not from a library's board of directors, nor mere notions of gallantry. She got it from authority assigned to (and naturalized in) women as socializing agents. Beyond ideologies of motherhood, this role was grounded on child-rearing practices that intensified emotional bonds between parent and child.
14 These bonds extended the regulatory reach of the family at a time when its palpable influence was in decline. As internalized structures of feeling, they were also mobilized and adapted for use in regulatory contexts outside the home, from common school classrooms and sentimental novels to superintending libraries and the domestic say of wives. If Beekley's erotic motives in attending the Apprentice Library conflicted with its self-improving mission, they also played coyly off of the fact that it was by improving himself that he hoped to find a wife. His enjoyment stemmed in part from ambivalences toward libraries and marriage (and Franklin) as mutually sustaining disciplinary fixtures for men in the period. For the hand of a woman, Beekley suffered "monotony and tediousness of a counting room" [20 (April 21, 1849)] and, very likely, the monotony and tediousness of cataloging books with "the Librarian Miss F. C--t" [20 (August 9, 1849)]. Should he succeed, the stakes were even higher. As the locus of male social obligation in the nineteenth century, the home was a primary object of male insecurity and a key reason for men to work harder and behave better. In addition to the pressures of family, wives were themselves socialized to oppose the public pleasure of men. Privately, sexuality, according to Beecher and other sex writers, represented the single 14. Brodhead describes this shift as "a strategic relocation of authority relations in the realm of emotion and a conscious intensification of the emotional bond between the authority figure and its charge" [21, p. 71] .
greatest threat to male health and security. To those who (like Floy) read daily papers, marriage was filled with betrayal, corruption, even murder. In the library, Beekley read of such risks and inculcated the restraints they entailed. While there, he also enjoyed moments of subterfuge, evasion enabled by outward compliance with codes of obligatory conduct and enacted across the erotic divide between that compliance and romantic musings performed in the privacy of his diary. Such musings were not always desired, nor were women always in control. It was the ambivalence of encounters like Beekley's that made them compelling. This worked both ways. On February 13, 1854, twenty-eight-yearold Henry Johnson wrote Patty Garrett, his mother, a letter that highlights gender tensions that played to counterinstitutional impulses in female readers: We have come a long way from Floy's observation, twenty years before, that novels made most of the prostitutes in the world. Here, a man of similar age and station advises his mother to attend a library where novels were in ready supply. (Dickens was one of her favorites.) Escaping an oppressive marriage in Ohio, Mrs. Garrett was on an extended visit to New York, where she enjoyed very much the life of an unencumbered public woman.
Yet, if libraries counted among places in the city that she could visit without impropriety, they had still to become what Elizabeth Wilson identifies as "half-public, half-private . . . space that women were able to inhabit comfortably" [23, p. 101] . Restaurants, department stores, "Galleries of Painting," and even libraries would soon provide transitional environments for women who gradually emerged in the nineteenth century from the confines of the domestic sphere. Indeed, these would eventually be spaces that women and men inhabited comfortably together. This was not the case in 1854-although times were changing, as Henry's advice indicates. For the present, however, Garrett and Taylor were Floy's generational peers and, as such, represented residual feelings about the proprieties of female publicity. In addition to Taylor's belief that the Astor Library was not suitable for a respectable woman, Patty, whatever her doubts, seems to have regarded men as the final adjudicators. While based on a different set of ideological and emotional constructs, men, like Miss F. C--t, sanctioned the use of library space based on gendered disciplinary authority.
Nothing appears in future correspondence between Henry and Patty to say whether she ever visited the Astor Library. But, it is worth speculating what might have happened if she had. Clearly, given her conversation with Taylor, she now felt that the library was contested space, specifically for women. But, there is more that we can say about the nature of that contest, which she entered materially, like Beekley, by walking in the library door, making eye contact with readers (especially men), and requesting books from the library staff-all in the most self-consciously ladylike way, we can be sure. Unlike the women of the Templeton Circle whose incursion into public life was collective and in print (at least insofar as it was performed by way of their catalog), Patty Garrett acted alone and by placing herself bodily in a place where she had no apparent business. Whether this made her feel embarrassed or giddy, indignant or exhilarated, subterfuge was a manifestly spatial experience.
Further, the Astor Library's mission (different from the Mercantile's) was to cater to serious reading [3, p. 173 ]. This meant that Garrett's taste for novels would have rubbed the wrong way, confirming biases against novels and women as equally deficient. Here, the disorder she brought to library space took a specific form based on a particular library's self-image and on the wider social and cultural prejudices of the day. But, as form enacted, Garrett's reading preference suggests a special kind of exhilaration. Wilson proposes the prostitute as a trope for public women in the nineteenth-century city [23, pp. 105-7] . Whatever one thinks of the comparison (Wilson herself acknowledges its failings), Floy reminds us that, for antebellum Americans, a link between novels and prostitution was not whimsy. Asking the Astor Library staff for a novel risked rejection and belittling, but it also staged publicly an act that spoke defiance and not of the pretensions of the Astor Library alone. And what if Garrett requested not Barnaby Rudge but Lectures to Young Men or, worse, Frederick Hollick's The Origin of Life, a very serious treatise on the reproductive system that ten years before was the subject of a much publicized obscenity trial? On the occasion five years earlier of Henry obtaining work in New Orleans, Garrett advised him to avoid urban vices, including "last, though not least, the Syren's voice" [22 (November 24, 1849) ]. Where she learned of her son's danger, she does not say, although it is doubtful that she requested such information in so many words across the desk of a library reading room. But learn she did, and knowing that such learning filled the space around her and could be obtained simply by following procedures and waiting (ladylike) for it to arrive must have occasioned musings, if not exactly like Beekley's, then, at least, delightful in surreptitiously evading proprieties that would ideally have denied her access to the books that she wished to read. Certainly, she would have enjoyed thinking of Taylor, who would have regarded her and her reading as the "Syren's voice."
Such knowledge about libraries is more or less literally sexy, although this literalness should not be mistaken for a more important point about how we produce what we know by disciplinary means. Insofar as agency enacted by the world's oppressed ranks among the most desirable knowledge in literary and cultural studies, it is hard to imagine a (figuratively) sexier moment than when a middle-aged Patty Garrett crossed the lobby of New York's Astor Library and inquired about reader privileges from the young gentleman (or lady) attending the circulation desk-unless it is when members of Templeton's Ladies' Circle met to discuss titles for Autobiography of an Actress that they felt were fit to publicize in their "spectatorial consumability." Alas, neither moment exists-not for descriptive historians constrained by what Matthew Brown refers to as "paleopositivism" [6, p. 690], nor for cultural and literary critics reluctant to venture beyond the pages of formal texts and into archives both unfamiliar and, well, dowdy.
The disorder of libraries eludes the evidentiary "impulses" of both camps, or more accurately, such impulses vaporize that disorder by locating it beyond recovery and critique. Besides examining the subterfuges of cataloging and library conduct, I hope to suggest what is gained by reconciling our disciplinary differences, if only for the pragmatic purpose of drawing into view intimate forms of cultural life such as the negotiations that occurred when individuals entered a regulatory institution, the values of which were universally acclaimed. These require that we consider not only the cultural contexts in which libraries were constructed and used in the nineteenth century-what Brodhead finds in female celebrity, for example-but also more elusive aspects of library experience, such as the emotionalizing of library space and counterinstitutional pleasures that patrons enjoyed in occupying it. To such a project, cultural studies brings interpretive and theoretical expertise that allows us to examine both the texts on library shelves and the evidence gleaned from what I called the margins of library history.
Not that we have been too inclined to do this. Book historians have long complained ( justifiably) that for all the talk of historicizing, literary and cultural critics draw very little on the findings, much less the methods, of their descriptive and quantitative others. I say this at a time when descriptive history (including book history) is increasingly being written in English departments. Yet, much of this work is less interdisciplinary than history written at another location on the university campus, with little to suggest the critical and interpretive proficiencies we have developed as a discipline. Moreover, my sense is that this represents an accommodation that sits uneasily with the desire that we do indeed produce "sexy knowledge," meaning knowledge teased from the epistemological limits of what is theoretically knowable and the political limits of what is socially imaginable. It is a desire that I have as a critic and am not prepared to have disciplined out of me-even as I pour ardently over materials that confirm the label David Scott Kastan attaches to book history: "The New Boredom." Kastan is himself a historian of the book, one who embraces and defends the descriptive and quantifiable. He is also an English professor with no small amount of sexy knowledge to his credit. But telling is the irony of his mea culpa. 15 Ambivalence haunts any academic enterprise that violates the limits of its own disciplinarity, even as it produces desirable knowledge-perhaps in measure with its desirability. I do not think admonitions are helpful. But the disciplining of our disciplines may best be taken the way Michael Floy, N. Beekley, Patty Garrett, and the Templeton ladies took the disciplining of their libraries, not as a limitation but as an opportunity.
